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On March 10, 2022, the US announced that consumer prices were rising at 7.9% per year, 
the highest rate since January 1982.1 As higher prices continue to spread across the US 
economy, there is growing concern that we could be entering uncharted waters. The ongoing 
COVID-19 pandemic has led to supply and demand-side shocks, with a disrupted supply 
chain, unprecedented levels of government fiscal stimulus, shifts in consumer spending, a 
decline in labor force participation, and persistent business uncertainty. Adding further 
complexity, inflation has been uneven across industries2 and countries.3

For much of last year, economists had debated whether rising prices were a temporary 
phenomenon or a troubling signal of difficult times ahead. The mainstream position, 
shared by US Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell, was that they reflected short term 
pressures that should soon ease.4 As the numbers continued to rise, however, a growing 
number of observers warned that the data suggested that inflation may be a bigger and 
more lasting problem that would require bolder action.5 And by year end, policymakers at 
the Federal Reserve and the Treasury Department recognized that economic conditions invited 
a revised stance,6 which the Fed made official on December 15, 2021.7

Not surprisingly, the outlook for inflation has risen as a concern for executives. Deloitte's fourth-
quarter 2021 CFO SignalsTM survey found that CFOs named inflation, including wage inflation, as 
their top external concern, and more than half (59%) of CFOs said they thought that inflation would 
be substantially higher by the end of 2022.8

Inflation has been relatively low for so long that few US executives have managed organizations 
through periods of high inflation (or deflation). With little direct experience to guide them and 
growing uncertainty about what the future may hold, many executives are asking:

What can leaders do 
to prepare their

organizations to be
resilient no matter
what the future of

inflation holds?

1. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Economic News Release, Consumer Price Index Summary, released March 10, 2022

2. John Authers, “Powell Calls Time on ‘Transitory’: Authers’ Indicators,” Bloomberg, December 7, 2021

3. Enda Curran, Jana Randow, Rich Miller, and Philip Aldrick, “Twenty Central Banks Hold Meetings as Inflation Forces Split,” Bloomberg, December 11, 2021

4. Ann Saphir, “Why Fed’s Powell still thinks high inflation is ‘temporary’,” Reuters, August 27, 2021.

5. Lawrence Summers, “On inflation, it’s past time for team ‘transitory’ to stand down,” Washington Post, November 15, 2021.

6. See, for example, Jeanna Smialek and Alan Rappeport, “Watching inflation like a hawk, the Fed might cut economic aid faster,” New York Times, November 30, 2021; Alan Rappeport
and Madeleine Ngo, “Janet Yellen says it’s time to stop calling inflation ‘transitory’,” New York Times, December 2, 2021.

7. “Federal Reserve issues FOMC statement,” press release, Federal Reserve, December 15, 2021.

8. CFO SignalsTM: 4Q 2021: A dimmer outlook for North America and China's economies with expectations for higher inflation and costs, Deloitte CFO Program, December 2021.
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In order to help executives prepare for a future no one can predict, Deloitte has developed a set of scenarios to explore:

How might inflation evolve in the US over the next three
years, and what could be the impacts on large
organizations?
In close collaboration with Deloitte’s US and global economists, we have identified four scenarios—stories about the future designed to spark insight 
and spot opportunity and risk—that describe different ways inflation could evolve between now and late 2024. For each scenario, we have also
developed implications and recommendations for executives across key business areas.

These four scenarios are not exhaustive of all possibilities of the future, nor are they intended to be used as forecasts or predictions. Rather, our hope 
is that they inspire thinking, not only about what we assume to be true, but also about how the future could surprise us and what we may want to
prepare for or monitor.

While these scenarios focus on the US, they are designed to be broadly applicable to other global markets.
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Four critical uncertainties are likely to impact the
future of inflation in the US

1 How long will supply chain disruptions last?

Temporary (<1 year); supply expands to
meet demand

Long-lasting (3+ years); supply remains
constrained

2 How do inflation expectations impact wage negotiations?

High inflation expectations lead to
demands for higher wages

Tempered inflation expectations do not
impact wage negotiations

3 How do consumer spending habits evolve?

Sustained heightened demand for goods
over services

Rebalance of demand across goods and
services

4 What is the nature of monetary policy?

Contractionary; increased interest rates &
decreased bond purchases

Accommodative; low interest rates &
bond purchases continue

Critical uncertainties
Drivers deemed to have the greatest potential impact on the future of inflation

Additional uncertainties
Other drivers that may influence the future of inflation

Society

• Impact of traditional and social media on inflation expectations
• Changes to US consumer saving rates as pandemic evolves

• Levels of government spending / stimulus
• Immigration / border policy
• Geopolitical tensions that further disrupt supply chains

Government / Politics

• Effects of supply chain diversification on costs
(e.g., nearshoring)

• Changes in energy/oil, housing, food, and commodity markets
• Persistence of tight labor market conditions
• Effectiveness of corporate reskilling initiatives
• Changes in business innovation/productivity
• Investor sentiment and market turbulence

Business / Economics

• Prevalence and impact of severe climate events
• Costs associated with de-carbonization efforts

Environment

In addition, the COVID-19 pandemic trajectory1 and potential downstream effects on the economy remain
uncertain with the potential to contribute to inflationary pressures

1. The trajectory of the COVID-19 pandemic may impact inflation by influencing consumer spending, production and supply chains, and labor force participation. As a result, we
expect the pandemic trajectory, while worth calling out as an important influence, will be reflected in the highlighted uncertainties.
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DowndraftStormy Weather

Sun ShowersBlue Skies

Additional theoretically possible scenarios include hyperinflation (>50% monthly rise) and 
deflation (inflation rate <0). These possibilities were considered but ultimately discarded as
inconsistent with the available data and the three-year timeframe.

Four distinct scenarios emerge based on
current trends and uncertainties

Inflation rate vs. Economic outlook

Current inflation is temporary and
reverts to recent historical norms (~2%) 
as supply chain disruptions settle in 2022
and consumer demand for services vs.
goods rebalances
• Labor supply stabilizes as

individuals reenter the workforce as
pandemic ebbs

• Fed responds with limited and
gradual interest rate increases

Disinflation to 0-1% as a result of a faster 
than expected resolution of supply chain
disruptions coupled with diminished 
consumer demand as “pandemic savings”
are spent down
• Low growth lowers corporate

profits and raises unemployment
• Fed keeps interest rates at historic 

lows and explores increased bond
buying activities

Inflation rises to 8-9% as inflation
becomes embedded in worker
expectations and a “wage-price spiral”
takes off. Sluggish economy dampens
both consumer and business spending
• Supply chain issues deepen,

exacerbated by new COVID-19
strains

• Fed sharply raises interest rates to 
put the brakes on inflation, triggering
a recession in 2023

Inflation settles at 3-4% through 2024 
as supply chain disruptions persist and
the labor supply remains somewhat 
constrained. Firms and consumers 
adjust and growth continues, albeit 
unevenly across industries and players
• Consumer spending and economic

activity remain stable, but remain
skewed towards goods vs. services

• Fed response is moderate due to
weakness in the labor market
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The inflation outlook | Critical uncertainties and scenarios

Click each icon for additional
detail on each scenario
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DowndraftStormy Weather

Sun ShowersBlue Skies

Each scenario creates unique opportunities and
challenges

Shore up capital structure: Rebalance portfolios and
lock in today’s cost of capital in anticipation of interest
rate variability

Proactively address supply chain disruption: Focus 
on building a well-diversified supply chain with
enough slack to weather uncertainty

Build for continuity: Invest in systems that enable 
smooth operations in periods of high labor turnover
(e.g., training capabilities, automation)

Consider smart hedges: Make strategic decisions about 
where to hedge (e.g., pre-buying raw materials) 
considering areas most susceptible to destabilization

Build a strategic market sensing function:
Develop internal capability to monitor how the 
future is evolving to trigger deployment of
contingent strategies and hedges

1

“No-regrets” moves across all scenarios

Prepare for post-pandemic growth
opportunities by going long on debt 
to invest in foundational capabilities 
and growth-oriented M&A. Increase
enterprise resiliency by diversifying
supply chains.

Optimize for: Growth and market share

Drive demand and emphasize value
through new experiences and
differentiated offerings. Rationalize 
suppliers and partnerships and
consider restructuring to increase
efficiency and savings.

Optimize for: Efficiency and demand 
generation

Focus on increasing efficiency and 
lowering risk through economies of
scale and cost savings strategies (e.g.,
automation). Diversify business models 
and use financial hedges to mitigate risk 
of rising inflation.

Optimize for: Cash turnover
efficiency

Mitigate rising input costs and use
performance improvement to invest in 
growth in an uneven business 
environment. Take advantage of
inexpensive debt early on to disrupt
weaker competitors or address current 
weaknesses to avoid disruption.

Optimize for: Growth and consolidation

The inflation outlook | Recommended actions
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Sun Showers

Recommended actions in each scenario (1 of 2)

The inflation outlook | Recommended actions

Prepare for post-pandemic growth opportunities

Enterprise
Strategy

• Implement business KPIs to measure organization’s ability to 
profitably meet/exceed market growth rates, and to measure 
organizational resilience to weather future system shocks

• Invest in foundational capabilities (e.g., analytics, digital) to drive
growth

Human Capital • Attract and retain talent through differentiated employee
experiences

Supply Chain • Apply supply chain strategies to build resilience and address 
shifting consumer habits (e.g., diversification, near- shoring, 
sustainable sourcing, in-city distribution, production, localized
supply base)

Pricing • Address any near-term cost increases with temporary
surcharges that can be later removed

Capital
Structures

• Extend debt timelines and use debt financing to take
advantage of low interest rates

M&A /
Restructuring

• Accelerate M&A to transform business models and
prioritize investments in areas with the greatest growth
prospects

Real Estate • Explore commercial short-term leases to increase flexibility for real 
estate footprint adjustments as uses and location of office space
quickly evolve

Tax • Invest in and improve tax compliance functions (e.g., data,
process, technology)

Mitigate rising input costs and use performance improvement to invest in
growth
Enterprise
Strategy

• Implement business KPIs around competitive benchmarks (e.g., 
operational efficiency, supply chain resilience) to understand 
performance advantages and/or close the gap to competitors

• Focus on core competencies and address weaknesses
quickly

Human Capital • Invest in automation to augment existing workforce
• Favor direct cash compensation through wage increases (e.g.,

permanent, variable) to attract talent

Supply Chain • Drive strategic contracting based on inflation trends to ensure
steady stream of materials and secure prices

• Invest in supply chain automation to drive efficiencies

Pricing • Increase prices in accordance with inflation
• Shape market expectations with a public dialogue on cost trends

Capital
Structures

• Pursue debt financing and lock in low rates now (e.g. for revolver 
credit lines) and borrow responsibly for asset purchases

M&A /
Restructuring

• Pursue a balanced investment approach across both growth
and risk/resilience opportunities

• Take advantage of divestitures to raise capital

Real Estate • Increase preference for locking in longer-term contracts before 
rental prices rise (e.g., shift to 5-year initial period from 3-year)

Tax • Consider tax impacts of cost savings strategies (e.g., pre- buying
raw materials, forward contracts)

Temporary inflation reverting to 2% with strong growth and low interest rates Inflation settles at 3-4% with stable growth and moderate interest rate increases
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Recommended actions in each scenario (2 of 2)

The inflation outlook | Recommended actions

Focus on increasing efficiency and lowering risk
Enterprise
Strategy

• Prepare executive team to manage in high inflation
environments and institute new KPIs for the business (e.g., cash
turnover, pricing elasticity)

• Reduce accounts receivable, increase inventory turnover and
increase accounts payable

Human Capital • Use flexible, cost-saving labor models (e.g., labor-as-a-
service, offshored labor, automation for substitution)

Supply Chain • Lock in supplier prices in anticipation of inflation and/or
consider vertical integration

Pricing • Increase prices along with inflation rates; build price-inflators into
long term contracts

Capital
Structures

• Diversify portfolios to mitigate risk and invest in traditionally safe
havens (e.g., gold, real estate)

• Avoid locking into long-term debt obligations

M&A /
Restructuring

• Companies with competitive advantages should aggressively
pursue proactive acquisitions; those with less advantage should
seek to improve cost structure

• Explore alternative deal structures to access capabilities and
position for longer term “buy option”

Real Estate • Look to real estate investments as a stable asset class

Tax • Consider sourcing of imports and associated customs/global trade
taxes as a potential for cost reduction

Drive demand and emphasize value
Enterprise
Strategy

• Implement business KPIs focused on customer acquisition and 
retention (e.g., share of wallet, cost of customer acquisition, lifetime 
value of customer) and operational efficiency

• Stimulate customer demand as customers are only buying on an
as-needed basis

Human Capital • Use partnership ecosystems to buy/share capabilities across an 
ecosystem to drive efficiencies such as strategic outsourcing

Supply Chain • Manage production to avoid oversupply; consider supply
rationalization (e.g., shutting plants, managing capacity,
shrinking distribution)

Pricing • Strategically cut prices to attract consumers and protect share; 
be wary of price wars and ensure price cuts can be justified

Capital
Structures

• Invest in low-risk assets, prioritize opportunistic investing
• Exploit stock valuation arbitrage

M&A /
Restructuring

• Divest of assets/businesses that are non-core to restructure the
core and raise cash

Real Estate • Skew more towards short term lease period to increase
flexibility

Tax • Make investments in transformation that can be passed through
as tax reduction

Inflation at 8-9% with low growth and high interest rates

Stormy Weather

Disinflation to 0-1% with oversupply of goods and low interest rates
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The road ahead
All these scenarios are consistent with the data available as of March 2022, and any of them could begin with CPI reports 
continuing to show high inflation in 2022—even higher than we see today. The interplay between the evolving pandemic, the 
varied responses of Central Banks around the world and their near-term impacts, the evolution of public perception, and the 
possibility of other, yet-unknown shocks, makes it far too soon to presume the most likely course for inflation in 12, 24, or 36
months.

Executives seeking to build resilience across these (or other) scenarios might consider various ways to identify specific
options and risks:

Enterprise opportunity / risk sprint
Conduct a 24 week holistic review of inflation implications for your industry and company and understand your key areas of
opportunity and exposure across scenarios.

Executive lab
Convene cross-functional executives for a half-day session to examine the implications of the scenarios for your business
and determine potential strategies and hedges across scenarios.

Market sensing
Identify key signposts/indicators for your business across scenarios to proactively monitor which scenario may be coming to
pass and adjust plans accordingly.

Topical area deep dives
Delve into inflation implications for a key functional area for your business (e.g., supply chain, M&A) to identify specific
opportunities and risks.

The inflation outlook | Looking forward
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• By July 2022, CPI falling below 5% on a year over year basis, and
the last 3 months have been successively lower

• Consumer spending in Q2 2022 rebalances towards 
services; spending on non-auto durable goods falls

• Limited evidence of inflation-related wage adjustments

Blue Skies: A closer look
Key scenario elements

Supply Chain • Supply chains adapt to meet shifting demand and
resolve crucial shortages (e.g., semiconductors) by 2022

Labor Markets • More Americans reenter the workforce as the
pandemic ebbs

• Wages stabilize as labor pool grows to meet demand

Consumer  
Actions

• Overall consumer spending remains steady and skews
closer to historical balance between goods and
services as spending increases on categories such as
travel and entertainment

Government  
Actions

Business/  
Investor 
Action

• Fed avoids aggressive changes to monetary policy; 
gradual increases in interest rates

• Growth continues along current trajectory and 
record valuations continue in equity markets

Critical uncertainties

Signposts: Early scenario signals

2.5
2

2022 2023 2024

Annualized Inflation Rate 
(Estimated %)1

4

Current inflation
is temporary. 
Businesses fix their 
supply chain issues, 
while labor supply 
stabilizes. Demand 
for goods and 
services rebalances 
to historical norms.
The Fed takes minimal 
monetary action.

Supply chain
Long-lasting disruption Temporary disruption

Worker Expectations
Expect high inflation Expect tempered inflation

Consumer Spending
Skewed towards goods Balanced goods and services

Monetary Policy
Contractionary / high rates Accommodative / low rates

The inflation outlook | Appendix: Scenario deep dives
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• By July 2022, CPI is stable at around 4%

• Consumer spending on goods in Q3 2022 remains above pre-
pandemic levels

• Moderate levels of inflation-adjusted wage increases

Sun Showers: A closer look
Key scenario elements

Supply Chain • Some supply chain bottlenecks and shortages 
persist through 2023-2024 but become less
disruptive over time

Labor Markets • Workers expect episodic wage increases due to cost
of living increases, but do not demand wages be
indexed to inflation

• Labor participation remains below pre-pandemic levels

Consumer  
Actions

Government  
Actions

Business/  
Investor 
Action

• Consumer spending levels continue to rise, with 
spending on goods and services unbalanced

• Fed takes a light-handed approach to inflation given 
higher than desired unemployment, and accepts
slightly higher inflation as a consequence

• Cost of capital remains low and investment across 
industries continues, though is tempered

Critical uncertainties

Signposts: Early scenario signals

2022 2023 2024

Annualized Inflation Rate 
(Estimated %)1

5

3.5 3.5

Inflation remains 
moderate, but above  
pre-COVID levels.
Supply chain issues and 
labor supply shortages 
persist partially due to 
lingering disruptions from 
COVID-19. Businesses and  
consumers can adjust
to the new conditions 
and the Fed increases 
rates slowly to encourage 
economic growth.

Supply chain
Long-lasting disruption Temporary disruption

Worker Expectations
Expect high inflation Expect tempered inflation

Consumer Spending
Skewed towards goods Balanced goods and services

Monetary Policy
Contractionary / high rates Accommodative / low rates

The inflation outlook | Appendix: Scenario deep dives
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• By July 2022, CPI has been consistently hovering between 5%
and 7%, but not continuing to climb

• Consumer spending in 2022 declines but remains skewed toward
goods

• In late 2022, workers begin to demand inflation- indexed labor
contracts

Stormy Weather: A closer look
Key scenario elements

Supply Chain • Supply chains are constrained by new COVID-19
variants and lockdowns

Labor Markets • Workers demand that wages be indexed to
inflation and/or salaries rise to meet rising prices

• A recession in 2023 leads to reduced job
opportunities

Consumer  
Actions

• Consumer spending slows down for goods and 
services as consumers become increasingly price
sensitive

Government • As inflation spikes, Fed raises rates aggressively to
Actions avoid further inflation, triggering a recession
Business/  
Investor 
Action

• With high interest rates, businesses avoid taking on
new debt

• Organizational budgets are significantly tightened
to preserve liquidity

Critical uncertainties

Signposts: Early scenario signals

2022 2023 2024

Annualized Inflation Rate 
(Estimated %)1

9

7
6

Inflation rises sharply,
along with expectations
of inflation, leading to
a wage-price spiral. 
Inflation, paired with 
new COVID-19 variants, 
deepens supply
chain issues. The Fed 
aggressively hikes 
interest rates in late 
2022, causing a recession 
in 2023 and increased 
unemployment.

Supply chain
Long-lasting disruption Temporary disruption

Worker Expectations
Expect high inflation Expect tempered inflation

Consumer Spending
Skewed towards goods Balanced goods and services

Monetary Policy
Contractionary / high rates Accommodative / low rates

The inflation outlook | Appendix: Scenario deep dives
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• By July 2022, CPI stalls, not growing for many items and 
even falling for some durable goods on a month-to- month
basis

• Consumer spending for durable goods continues to fall in 2022,
but spending in services picks up

• Limited evidence of inflation-related wage adjustments

• Businesses experience an unexpected and unwelcome pile
up of inventories in the first half of 2022

Downdraft: A closer look
Key scenario elements

Supply Chain • Most supply chain shortages and bottlenecks are 
resolved by early to mid 2022 and new COVID-19 
variants do not compromise them or lead to further
complications

• Businesses greatly overestimate pent up demand
and overproduce / hoard inventory

Labor Markets • Unemployment rate rises in late 2022/early 2023
due to layoffs and slow growth

Consumer  
Actions

Government  
Actions

Business/  
Investor 
Action

• Consumer spending on goods slows significantly as
savings shrink

• The Fed lowers interest rates slightly in mid-2023 in
order to stimulate economic growth

• With low interest rates and waning demand, some 
businesses borrow money to improve efficiencies and
lower costs

Critical uncertainties

Signposts: Early scenario signals

1.5

0.5

2022 2023 2024

Annualized Inflation Rate 
(Estimated %)1

3

A rapid reduction to 
near zero inflation
occurs (i.e., disinflation), as 
supply chain disruptions 
are resolved faster than 
expected and consumer 
spending slows resulting in 
a supply glut and declining 
commodity prices. Some 
businesses respond with 
layoffs. The Fed lowers 
interest rates in mid-2023.

Supply chain
Long-lasting disruption Temporary disruption

Worker Expectations
Expect high inflation Expect tempered inflation

Consumer Spending
Skewed towards goods Balanced goods and services

Monetary Policy
Contractionary / high rates Accommodative / low rates
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Key indicators to track
There are several indicators that may signal in the coming months which of the four 
scenarios may be taking shape, including:

The inflation outlook | Appendix: Scenario deep dives

Price indices

The Consumer Price Index, including the “trimmed mean” produced by the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland, and the Producer Price Index,
particularly for intermediate products, which can give a view of supply chain pressures.

Breakeven rate

The breakeven rate, a measure that indicates what investors expect inflation to be in a coming period (e.g., the next 5 years), which the Fed
considers as it sets interest rates.

Wages

Wages, especially wages by industry, to monitor whether they are rising broadly or focused in just a few areas.

Inventories

The extent or growth of inventories, particularly if they build up quickly.

Surveys

Economist surveys of expected inflation, such as those prepared by the National Association of Business Economics or the Federal Reserve Bank of
Philadelphia’s “Survey of Professional Forecasters.”
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https://www.clevelandfed.org/our-research/indicators-and-data/median-cpi.aspx
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https://www.philadelphiafed.org/surveys-and-data/real-time-data-research/survey-of-professional-forecasters
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